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Introduction. We shall be concerned with non-negative integers (called

numbers), collections of numbers (called sets), and collections of sets (called

classes), a is a subset of 8 is denoted by "aE8," a is a proper subset of 8 by

"a(Z+8." A function/(m) which maps every number on a number is called

effective if there exists a general method which enables us to compute the

value of the function for any given value of the argument in a finite number

of steps. Similarly an effective function of two variables is defined. A set is

called effectively enumerable (e.e.), if it is either empty or the range of an

effective function of one variable. A set a is called productive if there exists

a general method which enables us to find for any given e.e. subset 8 of a an

element bEct—8. It follows that no productive set is e.e. The importance of

e.e. sets for the foundations of mathematics was shown by Post [4, pp. 287,

288]. One of the concepts he introduced was that of a creative set; this is a

set which is e.e. and has a productive complement. If the complement of every

productive set were e.e., creative and productive sets could only be studied

together. We shall find, however, that there are nondenumerably many

productive sets without an e.e. complement. This opens the road to a separate

discussion of productive sets. We shall now try to justify such a discussion

by pointing out another context in which these sets arise.

Let C be the collection of all real numbers in the interval (0,1] whose non-

terminating decimal expansion O.XoXi, • • • has the property that x„ is an

effective function of n. Since it can be proved that there are only denumer-

ably many effective functions, it follows that C is denumerable. The non-

empty subcollection A of C is called effectively enumerable if there exists an

effective function am„ of m and n such that

A = {O.oooaoi • • • , O.aioan • • • ,   • • • }.

The same diagonal procedure used by Cantor to prove that the set of all

real numbers in (0, 1 ] is not denumerable can now be used to prove that C

is not effectively enumerable. In fact, if the subclass A = {O.aaoaoi • • • ,

O.aioan •••,•••} of C is given (i.e., given by the effective function amn),

we can effectively find a real number 8EC—A by putting

(1    if   ann t± 1,
On =df < 8 =d/0.b0bi ■ ■ • .

(.2    if    a„„ = 1,
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The analogy between this property of C and the defining property of a pro-

ductive set is obvious. There exists therefore a close connection between

productive sets and the effective analogue of Cantor's diagonal procedure.

Let B be the class of all e.e. subsets of a set a, then a is not e.e. if and

only if a^/3 for every PGB. The fact that a is productive means that given

any J3GB we can effectively find an element bGct — fi. Thus a productive set

can be considered as a set which not only is not e.e., but of which we can

effectively prove that it is not e.e. For, given any e.e. subset /? of a, we can

prove fi^a by actually exhibiting an element belonging to a— /3.

Though we have never defined what we mean by "an effective proof that a

set is not e.e.," it is clear that the intuitive content of this phrase is sufficiently

unequivocal to warrant the statement made in the preceding paragraph

that if a is productive there exists an effective proof of the fact that a is not

e.e. But it would not be justified to consider the productive sets as the only

sets with this property. For suppose we call 7 a superset of a if a is a subset

of 7 and suppose further that G is the class of all e.e. supersets of a. Then a

is not e.e. if and only if ay^y for every yGG. The set a is called contraproduc-

tive if there exists a general method which enables us to find for any given

e.e. superset 7 of a an element cGy — oc. If a is contraproductive we can

prove a(£G by exhibiting an element cGy—ct for any given set yGG. Since

there is no reason to favor subsets of a over supersets of a, it follows that a

contraproductive set also qualifies as a set for which it can be effectively

proved that it is not e.e. And we shall find in section III that there are contra-

productive sets which are not productive.

The set a is called semiproductive if there exists a general method which

enables us to find for any given e.e. subset j3 of a an e.e. set 7 such that

18C47CQ:. It will be shown in section IV that the class of all productive sets

is properly included in the class of all semiproductive sets. Using a precise

definition of the phrase "an effective proof that a set is not e.e." one could

investigate whether or not such a proof could exist for a set which is semi-

productive, but not productive. We shall, however, not attempt to propose

such a definition. The main purpose of this paper is to give precise definitions

of a productive set and a few related concepts and to investigate some of

their properties. This is made possible by the fact that there exists a tech-

nical concept which is considered by most logicians as equivalent to the in-

tuitive concept of an effective function, namely that of a recursive function.

Preliminaries. The reader is assumed to be familiar with the following

concepts: partial recursive function, recursive function, primitive recursive

function, recursively enumerable (r.e.) set, recursive set. Productive sets are

defined informally in the introduction and formally in section II; a r.e. set

with a productive complement is called creative. A set is called immune if it

is infinite but has no infinite r.e. subset; a r.e. set with an immune comple-

ment is called simple.
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Numbers and functions are denoted by small Latin letters, sets by small

Greek letters, and classes by capital Latin letters. The Boolean operations

are denoted by "+" for addition, "•" or juxtaposition for multiplication,

and "'" for complementation. The set a8' is also denoted by "a —8". In the

composition of two or more functions association is to the right. Thus "fg(n)n

denotes the same function as uf(g(n))." We shall use the well-known primitive

recursive function j(x, y) defined by j(x, y) =,vx+(x+y)(x+y + l)/2. We

shall also employ the following abbreviations:

e = df the set of all numbers,

o = d/ the empty set,

|m0, • • • , nk\ =df the set consisting of m0, • • • , nk,

P = df the class of all sets with a finite complement,

Q = df the class of all finite sets,

E = df the class of all recursive sets,

F = d/ the class of all r.e. sets.

We recall that P + QE+EE+F. Moreover, £ is a Boolean algebra and F a

distributive lattice with o as null element and e as one element.

Kleene proved [3, p. 53] that any partial recursive function f(xi, • • • , x„)

can be expressed in normal form, i.e., in the form:

/(xi, • • - , x„) = l[fjiy{h(xi, ■ • ■ , xn, y) = 0}],

where l(x) and h(x\, • • • , x„+i) are primitive recursive. Let f(x)

= l[jj.y{h(x, y) =0} ], where l(x) and A(x, y) are primitive recursive. Suppose

k is any number and mk=ny{h(k, y) =0}; then mk is defined if and only if

f(k) is defined. The steps in the computation of f(k) (with respect to this par-

ticular expression in normal form) are now defined as follows^):

(the computation of h(k, n), unless/(A) is defined and n = mk,

the computation of h(k, n) and of f(k) =l(mk), in case/(A) is

defined and n = mk.

Step m in the computation of/(A) is denoted by "f(k; n)"; this step is called

successful and is said to produce f(k) if /(A) is defined and n = mk.

Following Rice [5, pp. 358, 359] we shall use Kleene's Gbdel enumeration

of the partial recursive functions of one variable for the characterization of r.e.

sets. It easily follows from Kleene's results that there exists a partial recursive

function €>(m, x) such that:

(1) for any partial recursive function f(x) there exist infinitely many n such

that f(x) = <J>(m, x) and for any partial recursive function f(x) we can find an

infinite r.e. set of such numbers n,

(2) $(0, x) is defined for no value of x and $(1, x) is the identity function.

(l) This definition is slightly different from that given in [l, p. 78]. The advantage of the

present definition is that the nth step in the computation of f{k) is now defined for all values of

n and k. As a result "f(k; n}" always denotes a computation though it may be a superfluous one,

namely if f(k) is defined and n>mk.
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There are obviously many such functions <£(«, x), but from now on

"g(n, x)" or ugn(x)" will denote one specific function of this type.

Wenow define: wn = df the range of gn(x). It follows that {co„} isasequence

of r.e. sets in which every r.e. set occurs infinitely many times. This sequence

plays the role in our paper which the sequence Bu B2, • • • of bases of normal

systems plays in Post's paper [4]. If a is a r.e. set every number n such that

a = 03n is called an index of a. Thus 0 is an index of o, 1 is an index of e; more-

over, for every r.e. set a we can find an infinite r.e. set (hence also an infinite

recursive set) of indices.

With every partial recursive function f(x) we associate four sets in the

following manner:

5(/) = df the domain of f(x),

p(f) = df the range of/(x),

7(/) =v{f(x)\f(x)Go>x},

X(f) =af{f(x)\f(x) $«»}.

The complements of these four sets are denoted by 8'(f), p'(f), y'(f), x'(f) re-

spectively. The sets 8(f) and p(f) are obviously r.e. for every partial recursive

function/(x); also p(f) =y(f)+x(f)- It can be easily verified (cf. [4, p. 293,

lines 20—26]) that there exist recursive functions in and ft„ such that all

ordered pairs (i, ft) with the property ftGw, are effectively generated in the

sequence

(1) (io, h), (ii, fti),

Now suppose/(x) is recursive. By comparing the sequence (1) with the se-

quence

(0,/(0)), (1,/(1)), •■•

we can effectively generate all ordered pairs which these two sequences

have in common. Thus y(f) is r.e. for every recursive function f(x). This

argument requires only a minor modification to establish the fact that y(f)

is r.e. for every partial recursive function/(x).

I. Completely productive sets

Definition. The set a is completely productive (c.p.) if there exists a re-

cursive function/(«) such that for all n,

(1) /(») G (a - <o„) + (o>„ - a).

If the recursive function f(n) is related to a by (1), we say that a is c.p. rela-

tive to f(n) and f(n) is called a c.p. function of a.

Remark. Observing that a^wn if and only if (a— w„) + (w„ — a)^o, we

see that a c.p. set a is characterized by the property that for any given r.e.

set con we can prove a^un by actually exhibiting a number belonging to the
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symmetric difference of a and a>„. As an example of a c.p. set we mention

{m|m$w„} which is c.p. relative to the identity function.

Definition. The recursive function f(n) is regular if, for all A and /,

(2) f(k) = f(l) ->/(*) E «*•«, + «*' -co/.

Condition (2) can also be expressed as y(f) xCf) =0- Every 1-1 recursive func-

tion is obviously regular. That the converse is false can be seen as follows.

Let 8 be an infinite recursive set of indices of e and/(M) a 1-1 recursive func-

tion. Suppose A(m) =dt f(n) for nE° and A(m) =<y 0 for nES. Then A(m) is a

regular function which maps infinitely many numbers on 0.

We shall now discuss how all c.p. sets can be characterized in terms of

regular functions.

Theorem T 1.1. (1) If a is c.p. relative to f(n), then f(n) is regular and

x(f)CaEy'(f).
(2) If f(n) is a regular function and x(f)E<xEy'(f), then a is c.p. relative

tof(n).

Proof. (1) Let

(3) f(n) Eao>: +«'•«„.

Suppose AGx(/)> say A=/(r)(Jwri then A£cor'; this implies AG« by (3).

Hence x(/)C«- Now suppose lEy(f), say l=f(s)E<^s', this implies lEct' by

(3). Hence y(f)Ect', i.e., aEy'(f). The condition x(/)C«C7'(/) implies that

f(n) is regular.

(2) Let f(n) be regular and

(4) x(f) C a C y'(f).

For any number m, either f(m) Gwm or f(m) E^™- By (4) the first possibility

implies f(m) G«' and the second one/(w)G«. In both cases/(w)G«'wm

+aw'm.

Corollary 1. 7"Ae sets c.p. relative to the regular function f(n) are exactly

the sets of the form x(/)+Ti where tEp'(J). Among these sets there is a largest one,

namely y'(f), and a smallest one, namely x(f)- If t is the cardinal number of

p'(f), there are exactly 2' sets which are c.p. relative to f(n).

Proof. The first statement follows from

x(f) E*E y'(f),      P(f) = y(f) + x(/),       y(f) ■ x(f) = o.

The second statement follows immediately from the first. The third state-

ment follows from the first, if we take into account that since x(/) and r

are disjoint, different choices of t yield different sets x(/)+i"-

Corollary 2. There are exactly c c.p. sets.
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Proof. Let/(«) =d/2n; then/(«) is a regular function and p'(f) is denumer-

able. Thus there exist c sets c.p. relative to f(n). It follows that there are at

least c c.p. sets. Since there are only c sets in total, we conclude that there

are exactly c c.p. sets.

Corollary 3. Every infinite r.e. set can be decomposed into a creative and a

c.p. set.

Proof. Let a(n) be a 1-1 recursive function ranging over a. Then a = y(a)

+x(a)> where \(a) is c.p. relative to a(n). Thus y'(a) is c.p., hence also pro-

ductive. Consequently 7(a) is creative, since 7(a) is r.e. and 7'(a) productive.

It follows from Corollary 1 that the number of sets c.p. relative to the

regular function f(n) is finite if and only if p(f) £P. In particular there exists

only one such set in case p(f) = e. It is also readily seen from the theorem itself

that every c.p. set is included in a c.p. set with a r.e. (hence creative) comple-

ment; for if a is c.p. relative to/(«), then aGy'(f).

In view of the fact that there are only denumerably many r.e. sets, there

are also only denumerably many sets with a r.e. complement. Thus, among

the c c.p. sets at most denumerably many have a r.e. complement. This estab-

lishes the existence of c.p. sets whose complement is not r.e. The proof of the

first part of the following theorem can be considered as a more constructive

proof of the existence of such sets.

Theorem T 1.2. (1) There exists a set a such that both a and a' are c.p.

(2) e can be expressed as the sum of k mutually disjoint c.p. sets for every

number ft^2 and for ft = No-

Proof. (1) Let/0(w)=d/ 2n, fi(n)=d/ 2n + l. We denote the sets y(fo),

x(/o), y(fi), x(/i) by 70, Xc 7i, Xi respectively. Then 70+X0+71+X1 is a de-

composition of € into mutually disjoint sets. Let «o = d/ Xo+71, ai = <y X1+Y0,

then ao = a*i and a0 and «i are c.p. relative to/0(w) and/i(w) respectively, by

the second part of T 1.1.

(2) Let ft be finite and ft^2, /,(«) =df kn+i, yt = y(fi), x. = x(/i), for
i = 0, ■ ■ ■ , ft —1. Then 70+X0+71+X1+ • ■ ■ +7*-i+X*-i is a decomposi-

tion of e into mutually disjoint sets. Let a0 = df Xo+7i, «i = <y Xi+7o

+72+73+ • • • +7*-i and ar = ds Xr for r = 2, ■ • • , ft —1. Then the sets

a0, ■ ■ ■ , ak_i satisfy the requirements. We finally consider the case ft = No-

Let jx(y)=df j(x, y),yx = dsy(jx), Xx = d/ x(jx). Then 70+X0+71+X1+ ■ • ■

is a decomposition of t into mutually disjoint sets. Let a0 = df Xo+7i, «i = <v Xi

+70+72+73+ • ■ • , oir = d/Xr for r=^2. Then a0, «i, • • • satisfy the require-

ments.

The set a is said to be many-one reducible to /? (denoted by: "a (m — l)

red /3"), if there exists a recursive function f(n) which maps a into /3 and a!

into /3'.

Theorem T 1.3. If a (m — l) red j3 and a is c.p., then j3 is c.p.
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Proof. Let/(M) be a recursive function such that f(a) E8 and f(a')E8',

g(n) a recursive function such that co0(n) =/-1(w„) and A(m) a c.p. function of

a. Then

hg(n) E(ai - «„(„>) + (w,(„) - a).

Consequently

/**(») G (/(«)-/(«»<»))) +/(«»<->)•/(«').

In view of /(«,(„)) =un-p(f), f(a)E8, and f(a')CB', we conclude /Ag(w)

E(8~w„) + (w„ — 0). Thus j3 is c.p. relative to fhg(n).

II. Productive sets

Definition. The set a is productive, if there exists a partial recursive func-

tion p(n) such that for all n,

((1) p(n) is defined,
(1) co„ C a —>■<

1(2) #(n) G a - con.

If P(m) is a partial recursive function related to a by (1), we say that a is

productive relative to p(n) and that p(n) is a productive function of a. A produc-

tive set is called productive in the sense of Post (P-productive), if at least one of

its productive functions is recursive.

Remarks. (1) Every completely productive set is productive, because co„

C« implies (a— «„) +(«„ — «) —a—o>„. We do not know whether there exists

a productive set which is not completely productive.

(2) The reasons that we do not insist that the partial recursive function

p(n) mentioned in (1) be recursive are the following. First of all we observe

that the values of p(n) for numbers n such that ~(co„C«) have no particular

significance for a. Secondly, there are cases in which one can prove the

existence of a partial recursive function p(n) related to a certain set a. by (1)

by means of a procedure which breaks down for some values of n such that

~(w„C«). This, of course, does not exclude the possibility that this function

p(n) is potentially recursive (i.e., has a recursive extension) or that, while

p(n) is not potentially recursive, a has also a recursive productive function.

(3) Every P-productive set is productive. The preceding remark suggests

the problem whether the converse is true. We have been able to establish only

a special case of the converse.

Theorem T 2.1. Every productive set with a r.e. complement is P-produc-

tive^).

Proof. Let a be productive relative to p(n) and let a! =cok. Suppose i(n)

(2) It follows from this theorem that the distinction between creative sets and P-creative

sets as made in [2] is unnecessary. For a set is creative if and only if it is P-creative.
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is a recursive function such that «,<„) =co„wt. Let n be any number. We now

perform the steps of the sequence

(2) p(n; 0), g,(n)<0; 0), p(n; I), gf(B)<0; 1), p{n; 2), g«„,<l; 0), • • •

until we have reached the first successful step; let q(n) be the value produced

by this step. If w„C« there exists a successful step which produces p(n),

while gi(n)(r; 5) is unsuccessful for every two numbers r and 5, since «,(„)=o.

Consequently co„C« implies q(n) =p(n)£a—w„. Now suppose p(n) is not

defined for n = t. Then ~((0|C«) and wud^o; this implies that for some num-

bers r and 5, g,«)(r; 5) is the first successful step in the sequence obtained

from (2) by replacing n by t. Hence q(t) =gi(.cs(r). We conclude that q(n) is a

recursive productive function of a.

Theorem T 2.2. If a is productive then: (1) a is not r.e., (2) a and a' are

infinite, (3) a has an infinite r.e. subset.

Proof. If a were r.e., there would exist a number G«-a=o; thus a is

not r.e. If a or a' were finite, a would be r.e.; hence a and a' are infinite. We

finally prove that a has an infinite r.e. subset. Let p(n) be a productive func-

tion of a, then p(0)Gct, since w0 = oCa. Suppose b0 = d/ p(0); we can now find

an index of {bo} and hence an element £« — {b0}, say bi. It is now possible

to find an index of {b0, bi} and hence an element Get— {bo, bi}, say b2. Con-

tinuing this procedure we obtain the infinite r.e. subset {b0, 61, • ■ • } of a.

Proposition A. For any partial recursive function f(n) defined for at least

one value of n we can effectively find a recursive function h(n) with the same

range as f(n).

Proof. Let the elements of the sequence

/(0;0),/(0;l),/(l;0), ■••

be denoted by 20, 2X, 22, • • • in the order in which they occur in this se-

quence. At least one step in {2„} is successful since 8(f) 9^0; let a he the ele-

ment produced by the first successful step in {2„j. Let

... (a if 2„ is unsuccessful,

d/\the number produced by 2„ if 2„ is successful.

Then h(n) is a recursive function with the same range as/(w).

Proposition B. The set a is productive if and only if a^o and there exists a

partial recursive function q(n) such that for all n,

oin 7* o"|       |(1) q(n) is defined,

o)n C «J        1(2) q(n) G a — «„.

Proof. The "only if" part is obvious. Now suppose a and q(n) satisfy the
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hypotheses of the "if" part. Let aEot and i(n) be a recursive function such

that Wi(„) =co„+ [a}. It is now readily verified that a is productive relative to

qi(n).

Proposition C. The set a is productive if and only if there exists a partial

recursive function r(n) such that for all n,

(1) r(n) is defined,

un C a —*■• (2) u,ln) C ct — «„,

.(3) *r(n)EQ.

Proof. The "if" part being obvious we can restrict our attention to the

"only if" part. Let a be productive relative to p(n) and suppose 8 = uk is a

r.e. subset of a. Let c0 = df P(k), then c0Ea — 8- Using p(n) we can now obtain

an element CiG« — (|8+ {c0}), an element c2Ga — (|8+ {c0, Ci}), etc. In this

way we obtain an infinite r.e. subset [ca, d, ■ ■ ■ } of a— 8. This completes

the proof.

Let a be a productive set and A a general method which enables us to

find for any given r.e. subset 8 of a an element bpEot—8- The element bg

might be considered as a witness of the fact that/3C+«. The set of all wit-

nesses, i.e., the set 7rA over which bg ranges if 8 ranges over the class of all r.e.

subsets of a, is called the productive center of a with respect to the method A.

The following questions arise:

(1) Does the fact that a has xasa productive center imply that ir = a?

(2) If the answer to (1) is negative,

(a) how many productive centers can a productive set have?

(b) does there exist a productive set which is equal to one of its produc-

tive centers?

(c) can a productive set have two disjoint productive centers?

Before we can answer these questions it is necessary to give a more formal

definition of the concept of a productive center.

Definition. Dom a = dj {m|w„C«}- Dom a is called the domain of a.

Definition. Let a be productive relative to p(n). Then ir(a, p)

— df £(Dom a). The set w(a, p) is called the productive center of a relative to

p(n). The subset tt of a is called a productive center of a, if w = w(a, p) for some

productive function p(n) of a.

Proposition D. If wa is a productive center of the productive set a, there

exists a productive center tti of a such that 7TiC7To and ttq — ttiEQ-

Proof. Let ^o(m) be a productive function of a such that 7r0 = ir(a, p0).

Using £0(m) we can now construct an infinite r.e. subset 8 of 7r0 (see the proof

of the third part of T 2.2). Let i(M) be a recursive function such that «,•(„>

=<o„+/3. Suppose pi(n) =df poi(n) and wi = df t(«, pi). It is now readily seen
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that pi(n) is a productive function of a and that iriCiro- Moreover, ir0 — ttiGiQ

because 8 Giro — ti-

Corollary. Every productive set a has a productive center tti such that

a — iriis infinite.

Theorem T 2.3. Every productive set has exactly denumerably many produc-

tive centers and exactly denumerably many productive functions.

Proof. A productive set a has infinitely many productive centers by propo-

sition D. Furthermore, a has at most denumerably many productive centers,

because each of them is the image of Dom a under some partial recursive

function, while there are only denumerably many partial recursive functions.

Thus a has exactly denumerably many productive centers. Different produc-

tive centers of a are images of Dom a under different productive functions

of a. Taking into account that a has at most denumerably many productive

functions, we conclude that a has exactly denumerably many productive

functions.

Theorem T 2.4. Let a be productive relative to p(n) and let ir(a, p)GBGct.

Then 8 is productive relative to p(n) and ir(B, p)G^(a, p).

Proof. Let w„C|3; this implies co„Ca. Then p(n)(£un since p(n)Gct— o>„,

and p(n)GB since p(n)G^(ct, p). Thus p(n)GB —<*>„. Clearly, ir(B, p)Gir(a, p)

since Dom /3CDom a.

Corollary 1. If a is productive relative to p(n), then tv(cl, p) is also produc-

tive relative to p(n).

Corollary 2. Every productive set includes exactly c productive sets.

Proof. It suffices to show that every productive set includes at least c

productive sets. Let a be productive, then a has a productive center w such

that a — 7r is infinite by the corollary of Proposition D. Suppose tC« — t-

Then irGir+rGcx, different choices of r yield different sets tt+t, and r can

be chosen in c different ways. Hence a includes at least c productive sets.

Theorem T 2.5(3). Let a be a productive set with a productive center w and

let (3 be r.e. Then:
(1) j8C« implies that a—fi is productive with a productive center included

in ir,

(2) aC/3 implies that a+B' is productive with a productive center included

in x.

Proof. Let p(n) be a productive function of a such that ir = ir(a. p).

(1) Let 7 be a r.e. subset of a—B. Then /3+7 is a r.e. subset of a and we

(3) T 2.5 was suggested by [4, p. 296, lines 6-8]. The present theorem is, however, more

general, since it applies to all productive sets, not only to those with a r.e. complement.
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can find an element aEct — (8+y) = (a — 8) —y. The element a belongs to w

if we use p(n) to find it.

(2) Let 6 be a r.e. subset of a +8'. Since 5 Ea +8' implies 88 E8a, it follows

that 88 is a r.e. subset of a. We can now find an element aEct —88. In view of

the fact that aE8 implies aB'=o, we see that a — 88=a — 8. But a —8

E(ct+B')—8. Thus aE(ct+8') — 8. The element a belongs to ir if we use p(n)

to find it.

Theorem T 2.6. (1) A productive set intersects a simple set in a productive

set.

(2) A creative set intersects a simple set in a creative set.

Proof. (1) Let a be productive, f simple, and 8 a r.e. subset of af. By

Proposition C we can find an infinite r.e. subset y of a —8. The set f being

immune, y£ must be nonempty; we can now find an element in y£, say k.

It follows from AG7f and yEct—8 that AG«f — 8.
(2) Let a be creative and f simple. Then af is r.e. and all we have to

prove is that (af)' is productive. We know that a'f is productive, because a'

is productive and f simple. Furthermore, ct'fCf, where f is r.e. Thus a'f+f

is productive by the second part of T 2.5. But a'f+f' = («£)'■ Hence (af)'

is productive.

Definition. Let a be productive. Then Prod a = dj {n\gn(x) is a produc-

tive function of a}.

Theorem T 2.7. Let a be productive. Then Dom a and Prod ct are two dis-

joint productive sets.

Proof. Let p(n) be a productive function of a and 8 a nonempty r.e. sub-

set of Dom a. By Proposition A we can find a recursive function ranging over

/3,say 6(m). Numbers Aand/can now be found such thatwlt=c0i,(o)+«6(i)+ • • •

and Wi= [p(k)\. The fact that UkEct implies p(k)Ect — w*; hence ZGDom a

—8. It follows by Proposition B that Dom a. is productive. We proceed to

show that Prod a is productive. Let 8 be a nonempty r.e. subset of Prod a,

then we can find a recursive function ranging over 8, say b(t). We shall now

define a productive function gk(n) of a which is different from gb(t)(n) for

every t. Let co„Ca, then £»(«(«)G«— w„ for every *. Put 7„ = d/ {gMoM,

£md(«)> • * * }i then y„ and 7„+co„ are r.e.; moreover T„+a)„Ca. We can

now find a partial recursive function i(n) such that w,(„)=w„+7„ for m

GDom a. Let q(n) be any productive function of a. Then gi(M) Ga- (w„+7„)

for mGDom a. This implies in the first place that gi(M)G« —w„ for mGDom a,

i.e., that gi(M) is a productive function of a, and in the second place that

<zi(M)G7« for MGDom a, i.e., that qi(n) is different from gb(t)(n) for every t.

We can find a number A such that qi(n)=gk(n). Hence AGProd a — 8. We

conclude that Prod a is productive. Suppose Dom a and Prod a had an

element in common, say s. Then «SC« and £«(m) is a productive function of
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a. This leads to a contradiction, since we would simultaneously have gs(s)

Get—o), and gs(s)Gp(g*(n)) = w«. Thus Dom a and Prod a are disjoint.

Corollary. ^4«y productive function of a productive set a is defined for in-

finitely many numbers which do not belong to Dom a.

Proof. Let a be productive relative to p(n). Then Dom aG8(p). But

Dom a is productive and 8(p) is r.e. Furthermore, every set obtained by omit-

ting a finite number of elements from 8(p) is also r.e.

Theorem T 2.8. (1) If a (m — l) red 8 and a is productive, then 8 is produc-

tive.

(2) If a (m — l) red 8 and a is creative, then 8 is creative.

Proof. See [2, Theorems 2.1 and 2.2](*).

We shall now discuss two productive sets among whose productive

centers denumerably many are mutually disjoint.

Definition. The number n is called an index of the partial recursive

function f(x) if f(x) =gn(x).

Theorem T 2.9. Let a be the set of all indices of recursive functions, let

p^q, and let irpq be the set of all indices of recursive functions whose range is

included in {p, q}. Then a is a productive set with a productive center included

in irpq. Among the productive centers of a denumerably many are mutually dis-

joint.

Proof. Let 8 be a nonempty r.e. subset of a, then we can find a recursive

function ranging over 8, say b(n). Suppose T is the collection of all recursive

functions and

A,j =di {gbm(x), gb(i)(x), ■• • •  }.

Put

, . (P    if    gb(x)(x) ^ p,
cPq(x) =df <

v?      if      gbix)(x)   =  p,

then cpq(x)GT—Afi. We can now find a number ft such that gk(x) =cpq(x).

It follows that kGct—8 and kG^Pi- Hence a is a productive set with a

productive center included in irPt. Since each of the sets ir0i, ir23, tth, ••• in-

cludes a productive center of a, we conclude that among the productive

centers of a denumerably many are mutually disjoint.

Using T 2.4 it follows that any set 8 with the property that 7rp,Cj3Ca

(4) In the proof of Theorem 2.1 [2, p. 499] the word "partial" should be omitted from line

4 from the foot of p. 499 and inserted before the word "recursive" in line 2 from the foot of

p. 499.
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for two different numbers p and q is also productive; this enables us to prove

the productivity of a great variety of sets of indices of recursive functions.

Definition. Let a be an infinite r.e. set. Then 6(a) = d/ the set of all

indices of 1-1 recursive functions ranging over a.

Theorem T 2.10. Let a be an infinite r.e. set. Then 6(a) is a productive set

among whose productive centers denumerably many are mutually disjoint.

Proof. Let a(x) be a 1-1 recursive function ranging over a; let 8 be a non-

empty r.e. subset of 6(a) and b(n) a recursive function ranging over 8- Sup-

pose f(n, x) =di gbu)(x). We now transform a(x) into a function a*(x) in the

following way. Leave a(0) as it is, i.e., let a*(0) =iS a(0). Compare the ordered

pairs (a(l), a(2)) and (f(0, l),/(0, 2)); if they are different, leave a(l) and

a(2) alone, otherwise interchange them; thus, in the latter case: a*(l) = d/a(2),

a*(2)=d/a(l). Now compare (a(3), a(4)) with (f(l, 3),/(l, 4)) and proceed

likewise. Continuing this procedure we obtain the function o*(x) with the

five properties: p(a*)=ct, a*(0)=a(0), a*(x) is 1-1 and recursive, a*(x)

9^f(n, x) for every n. Thus, if i is an index of a*(x) then iG6(a) —8. Observe

that all indices i obtained in this way for different choices of 8 are such that

gi(0) =a(0). If we would start instead of with a(n) with a 1-1 recursive func-

tion ai(n) ranging over a such that ai(0)^a(0), the corresponding number i

would range over a productive center disjoint from that corresponding to the

construction based on a(n). Since ai(0) can have denumerably many different

values, it follows that among the productive centers of d(ct) denumerably

many are mutually disjoint.

Theorems T 2.9 and T 2.10 imply that given any effective process for

identifying partial recursive functions as recursive (or as 1-1 recursive with

a given range) we can effectively find a recursive function (respectively, a 1-1

recursive function with the given range) which the process fails to identify

as such.

A member of a class of sets is called minimal if it does not properly include

any other member of that class. The class of all productive sets has no mini-

mal member; for every productive set includes c productive sets by the corol-

lary of T 2.4.

Definition. The partial recursive function p(n) is called productive if it

is a productive function of at least one productive set.

Theorem T 2.11. Let p(n) be a productive function. Among all sets produc-

tive relative to p(n) there is a smallest one; this smallest set is its own productive

center relative to p(n).

Proof. Let p(n) be a productive function and a the intersection of all sets

productive relative to p(n). It is now easy to show that a itself is productive

relative to p(n); hence a is the smallest set productive relative to p(n). By

Corollary 1 of T 2.4, ir(a, p) is a subset of a which is productive relative to
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p(n). Thus r(ct, p)=a.

Definition. A set productive relative to p(n) is called minimal relative

to p(n) if it is the smallest set productive relative to p(n). A productive set is

called minimal if it is minimal relative to at least one of its productive func-

tions.

We mention the following properties of minimal productive sets. First

of all, among the minimal productive sets denumerably many are mutually

disjoint; this follows from T 2.9, the fact that every productive center of a

productive set is productive, and the fact that every productive set includes

a minimal productive set. Secondly, it is easily seen that every productive set

includes infinitely many minimal productive sets. For let ct be productive;

then a includes a minimal productive set, say ju0- By the corollary of Proposi-

tion D, p.a has a productive center iri such that ho — tti is infinite. Then 7ti

includes a minimal productive set p.i and p.i^p.0. Since this procedure can be

continued indefinitely, it follows that a includes infinitely many minimal

productive sets. Finally we observe that, while there exist c productive sets,

there are only denumerably many minimal ones among them. For every

minimal productive set is completely determined by some productive func-

tion and there are only denumerably many productive functions.

The proof of T 2.11 was only an existence proof. The following proof is

in a certain sense more constructive, though it uses transfinite induction.

Second proof of T 2.11. In the following the letters "v," "0," "ip" will

denote ordinals in the first or second number class. Let p(n) be a productive

function. We define

»o(p) =dfp(Vomo),        H4,(p) = df p{Dora^<-t.P;(p)),    for   <S> > 0.

Clearly, ^2*<<P ̂ '(P) Cm«(?) f°r ah 4>- We claim that there exists an ordinal

^>0 in the first or second numberclass such that 22k^p->(p) =P-+(p). For con-

sider the transfinite sequence {^(p)— 2Z*<« P*(P)} whose first element is

p.1(p)—p.a(p). The elements of this sequence are mutually disjoint subsets of

e. But e is denumerable and the sequence has nondenumerably many ele-

ments. Thus at most denumerably many elements in the sequence can be

nonempty and among the ordinals <p such that p.<t,(p)— S«<« lx'(P)=0 and

<p>0 there must be a first one, say \p. Hence 2Z>.<* M*(£) =tJL*(P)- We now de-

fine p.(p) =df P-+(P) and proceed to show that p.(p) is the minimal productive

set relative to p(n). Let a be productive relative to p(n). Then oEct; more-

over, BEct implies p (Dom 8) Ect. Hence ^0 P-*(P) C«, i.e., p.(p) C«. To com-

plete the proof it suffices to show that p.(p) itself is productive relative to

p(n). Let unEp-(P); then p(n) Gw„ because co„Ca; furthermore p(n) Ev(P) by

the definition of fi(p). Hence p(n) Ep(p) —u„.

It follows from this proof that if p(n) is a productive function, the minimal

productive set relative to p(n) can be defined as the smallest set a (or the

intersection of all sets a) such that p (Dom a) C<r.
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III. Contraproductive sets

Definition. The set a is contraproductive, if there exists a partial recursive

function p(n) such that for all n,

C(l) p(n) is defined,
(1) « C Un —*  \

1(2) P(n) G «n - a.

If p(n) is a partial recursive function related to a by (1), we say that a is

contraproductive relative to p(n) and that p(n) is a contraproductive function of a.

Remarks. (1) Every completely productive set is contraproductive, since

«Cw„ implies (a—«„) + («„ — a) =w„ — a. We shall prove (T 3.3) that there

exist contraproductive sets which are not productive (hence not completely

productive), but we do not know whether there exist productive sets which

are not contraproductive.

(2) There exist exactly c contraproductive sets, because there exist ex-

actly c completely productive sets.

Theorem T 3.1. If a is contraproductive then (1) a is not r.e., (2) a and a'

are infinite, (3) a' has an infinite r.e. subset.

Proof. The first two parts are obvious. The third part can be proved

similarly to the third part of T 2.2 using the fact that aCwi=«-

The following proposition is easily verified (cf. Proposition C in §11).

Proposition E. The set a is contraproductive if and only if there exists a

partial recursive function r(n) such that for all n,

(1) r(n) is defined,

a C wn —* • (2) wr(n) C «n — a,

(3) «,(„)<$ 0.

Definition. Codoma = df {«|aC«„}.

Definition. Let a be contraproductive relative to p(n). Then irc(ct, p)

= df ^(Codom a). The set wc(a, p) is called the contraproductive center of a

relative to p(n). The subset tt of a' is called a contraproductive center of a, if

7T = 7r(;(a, p) for some contraproductive function p(n) of a.

The following three statements are proved similarly to Proposition D, its

corollary, and T 2.3.

Proposition F. If wo is a contraproductive center of a contraproductive set a,

there exists a contraproductive center tti of a such that tiG+tto and tto — ttiGQ-

Corollary. Every contraproductive set a has a contraproductive center tti

such that a' — Tiis infinite.

Theorem T 3.2. Every contraproductive set has exactly denumerably many
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contraproductive centers and exactly denumerably many contraproductive func-

tions.

Theorem T 3.3. (1) Every set a such that a'EF—E is contraproductive

and has a' as one of its contraproductive centers.

(2) Let a' be a set of F — E which is not creative. Then a is contraproductive,

but not productive.

Proof. (1) Let 8 = a' and suppose BEF — E. Let i(M) be a recursive func-

tion such that w,(„) =wn-a'. Then w,(„) =«„ — a (1). There exists a partial re-

cursive function p(n) such that u„^o^(n)£(i), (2). Note that «C«„ im-

plies b„^o. It now follows from (1) and (2) that a is contraproductive rela-

tive to pi(n). Suppose b(n) is a 1-1 recursive function ranging over 8, 8 an

infinite recursive set of indices of e, and d(n) a 1-1 recursive function ranging

over 5. We now define a partial recursive function r(n) by the following three

conditions:

(a) r(n) is defined if and only if pi(n) is,

(b) if mG5 and k = d~1(n), r(n)=b(k),

(c) if mGS, r(n) =pi(n).

We conclude that r(n) is a contraproductive function of a such that 8

Er (Codom a). Thus irc(ct, r) =8.

(2) Let a' satisfy the hypotheses. Then a is contraproductive because

a'EF—E, and a is not productive, because a' is not creative.

The following theorem and its two corollaries are the contraproductive

analogues of T 2.4 and its corollaries; they are readily verified.

Theorem T 3.4. Let a be contraproductive relative to p(n) and let aEB

Ct/ (ct, p). Then 8 is contraproductive relative to p(n) and ttc(8, p)dTrc(a, p).

Corollary 1. If a is contraproductive relative to p(n), then ic'0 (ct, p) is also

contraproductive relative to p(n).

Corollary 2. Every contraproductive set is included in exactly c contra-

productive sets.

Theorem T 3.5. Let a be a contraproductive set with a contraproductive

center w and let B be r.e. Then aEB implies that a+8' is contraproductive with a

contraproductive center included in -k.

Proof. Let p(n) be a contraproductive function of a such that 7r = Tc(a, p).

Suppose a-\-8'Ey, where y is r.e. Then (a+8')BEBy. But (a+B')8 = a, since

aEB. Hence aEBy, where By is r.e. We can now find a number kEBy — a.

Note that By — a = y — (a-\-B'). Hence a+8' is contraproductive. The element

A belongs to it, if we use p(n) to find it.

Theorem T 3.6. If a (m — l) red 8 and a is contraproductive, then 8 is

contraproductive.
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Proof. Let f(n) be a recursive function such that f(ct) G8 and f(ct') GB'-

There exists a recursive function g(n) such that coe(„)=/-1(co„). Let h(n) be a

contraproductive function of a. Then /3Cwn^/_103)C/_1(wn)—>«Cw<,(n)

-^hg(n)Go><nn)-ct-^fhg(n)Gf(<j>a{n))-f(ct')-*fhg(n)G<»n-B- We conclude that
8 is contraproductive relative to fhg(n).

Theorem T 3.7. Among all sets contraproductive relative to p(n) there is a

largest one; this largest set has its complement as its contraproductive center rela-

tive to p(n).

Proof. Both proofs of T 2.11 discussed in §11 can be easily modified to

prove the present theorem.

The concepts contraproductive function, maximal contraproductive set

relative to p(n), and maximal contraproductive set can be defined in an

obvious manner. There are denumerably many maximal contraproductive sets

and the contraproductive set maximal relative to the contraproductive func-

tion p(n) can be defined as the largest set a (or the union of all sets <r) such

that, for all n, <rCw„—>p(n)Gun-

IV. Semiproductive sets

Definition. The set a is semiproductive if there exists a partial recursive

function p(n) such that for all n,

1(1) p(n) is defined,
(1) «>» C «-> <

\(2) o>n C+wp(n) C «•

If p(n) is a partial recursive function related to a by (1), we say that a is

semiproductive relative to p(n) and that p(n) is a semiproductive function of a.

Remarks (1) Every productive set is semiproductive. For let a be produc-

tive relative to p(n); then a is semiproductive relative to any partial recursive

function q(n) such that u,w=cii„+ {p(n)} for «£EDom a. We shall find

(T 4.2) that there exist semiproductive sets which are neither productive nor

contraproductive.

(2) There are exactly c semiproductive sets, since there are exactly c

productive sets.

The following theorem can be established by a slight modification of the

proof of T 2.2.

Theorem T 4.1. If a is semiproductive, then (1) a is not r.e., (2) a and a'

are infinite, (3) a has an infinite r.e. subset.

Proposition B of §11 remains valid if we replace "productive" by "semi-

productive" and "q(n)Gct-Un" by "wnC+cx>9(„)C«."

Proposition G. The set a is semiproductive if and only if there exists a par-

tial recursive function t(n) such that for all n,
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(1) l(n) is defined,

w„ C ct —>   (2) w((n) C a,

(3) w((n> — «„ 7^ o.

Proof. The "only if" part is obvious. Under the hypotheses of the "if"

part there exists a partial recursive function p(n) such that for all m, a)p(n)

= a>„+W((„). Then a is semiproductive relative to p(n).

Proposition H. The set a is semiproductive if and only if there exists a

partial recursive function r(n) such that for all n,

(1) r(n) is defined,

«nC«^'  (2)   Wn C+ Wr(n) C <*,

(3) wr(n) — w„ E Q-

Proof. The "if" part is obvious. Let a be semiproductive relative top(n).

Then w„C« implies:

Wn  C+ Wp(n)   E+ Wpp(n)   E+   "   '   "   Ed.

Thus any partial recursive function r(n) such that «r(n) =«„<„)+Wj„,(B)+ • • •

for mGDoui a satisfies the requirements.

Theorem T 4.2. There exists a semiproductive set which is neither produc-

tive nor contraproductive.

Proof. Let jn(x)=df j(n, x) and r)n = d/ p(jn(x)), then t?0+??i+ ■ • • is a

decomposition of e into mutually disjoint infinite recursive sets. Suppose f

is a simple set and i„ a strictly increasing function ranging over f. Observe

that i„ Si m and that in ranges over an immune set. We define:

7  = df {jn(in) | Vn C W„ } .

It follows that 7 is a subset of {jo(io), Ji(ii), • • • } and that jn(in)Ey

<->i|nCu,. Thus we see that for every n, r\n contributes either no ele-

ment to 7 or exactly one element, namely j„(i„). The fact that in^n im-

plies that ju(in) does not occur in {j„(0), • • • , jn(n — 1)}; all elements of

the matrix ||j'n(*)|| which occur under the principal diagonal belong there-

fore to y'. Let

«=d/Z{/.(o),••• ,jid- i)j,
«=i

then a is r.e. and aEy'. We shall now prove: (a) y' is semiproductive, (b) y'

is not productive, (c) y' is not contraproductive.

Proof of (a). Let co„C7'; then wn-7 = o; it is therefore impossible that

??nCw„, for this would imply r?„-75^o, hence also wny?*o. Thus ~(»?nCw„)
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and ??„— Un^o. It follows from ~(t|„C«n) and the definition of 7 that r}nGy'-

Hence unGy' implies both rjnGy' and rjn—oin^o. We conclude by Proposition

G that 7' is semiproductive.

Proof of (b). Let

00

8= it Z7n(f).
n-0

Then 8 is r.e. and 8Cy'. Recall that a is also r.e.; thus there exists a ft such

that a+B = ukGy'- Now suppose 7' were productive. Then we could find an

infinite r.e. set {po, pi, • • • } included in 7'— uk by Proposition C. We now

locate po, pi, ■ ■ ■ in the matrix ||i»(*)||; let pm=ji(m)(rm), then l(m) and rm

are recursive functions of m. The fact that pm(£.B implies pm=jnm)(rm)

x£7Km)(f). hence rm(£f. Thus r „,££"' for every w. Since {/>0, pi, ■ • • }C7'—«,

at most finitely many elements among po, pi, • • • can occur in the same

column of ||jn(x)||. It follows that rm has an infinite range, say p. We now

have a contradiction, because p is an infinite r.e. subset of the immune set

f'. Hence 7' is not productive.

Proof of (c). The set 7 is infinite, because 7' is semiproductive; further-

more, if 7 had an infinite r.e. subset 8 we could by locating the elements of 8

in ||jn(x)|| obtain an infinite r.e. subset of f. Thus 7 has no infinite r.e. sub-

set. It follows that 7, i.e., the complement of 7', is immune. But the comple-

ment of a contraproductive set includes an infinite r.e. set by T 3.1. We con-

clude that 7' is not contraproductive.

Definition. Let a be semiproductive relative to p(n). Then

""»(<*. P)   =df      £        (<Op(n)  - W„).
n£ Dome

The set ir>(a, p) is called the semiproductive center of a relative to p(n). The

subset ir of a is called a semiproductive center of a, if 7r = 7r,(a, p) for some

semiproductive function p(n) of a.

Remark. If w is a productive center of the productive set a, ir is also a

semiproductive center of a. For suppose a is productive relative to p(n).

Let g(w) be a partial recursive function such that <t>qin)=u„+{p(n)} for

w£Dom a. Then irs(ct, q(n)) =ir(a, p(n)).

Theorem T 4.3. Let a be semiproductive relative to p(n) and let w,(ct, p)

GBGct. Then 8 is semiproductive relative to p(h) and ir,(8, p)Gir,(ct, p).

Proof. Slight modification of the proof of T 2.4.

The first corollary of T 2.4 remains valid if we replace "productive" by

"semiproductive" at each of its occurrences and "r(ct, p)" by "ir,(a, p)."

Theorem T 4.4. (1) Let a be semiproductive and 8 o. recursive set. Then

BGct implies that a—8 is semiproductive.
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(2) Let a be semiproductive and 8 r.e. Then aEB implies that a+8' is semi-

productive.

Proof. (1) Let 7 be a r.e. subset of a— 8, then 18+7 is a r.e. subset of a.

We can now find a r.e. set <r such that B+yE+aEoc (2). Hence B'(8-\-y)

EB'vEaB'; this implies yEB'aEcc — B (3), since B'y = y. We conclude from

(2) that a — ((3+7) —B'tr—y^o. Thus (3) can be improved to yE+B'aEa — B-

Observe that we can find B'a because the characteristic function of 8' can be

obtained from that of 8. Hence a — 8 is semiproductive.

(2) It follows from aEB that aB — a and aB' —o. Suppose 5 is a r.e. subset

of a+B'. Then B8EB(a+B')=a and we can find a r.e. set a such that 88

E+gEol (4). Let sEo—B8=a8'+a8' (5). Observe that sEa implies sEa;

hence sEB. Thus (5) implies sE<?8'; therefore, <r —5^o. It follows from (4)

that j35 + uC<r + 5C« + S; this implies 8Ea + 8Ea-\-8', since 8Ect+B'. Taking

into account that (a+8)— 8=a — 8 and that a — 89*0, we conclude 5G+C + 5

Ea+B'. Hence a-\-8' is semiproductive.

Definition. Let a be semiproductive. Then Sepr a = d/{n\gn(x) is a

semiproductive function of a}.

Theorem T 4.5. Let a be semiproductive. Then (1) Dom a is productive,

(2) Sepr a is productive.

Proof. (1) The part of the proof of T 2.7 which deals with Dom a requires

only the following modification: take l = p(k) instead of W|= {p(k)}.

(2) Suppose b(t) is a recursive function ranging over a nonempty r.e. sub-

set 8 of Sepr a. Let conC«. Then co„C+Wo(i><o,n>Ca for every t. Find a partial

recursive function i(M) such that

«,(n) = 23 w0(i(o.n), for m GDom a.
(-0

Let q(n) be any semiproductive function of a. Then co„C+«3»(n)C« f°r n

GDom a. Moreover, qi(n)^g,(n) for every sEB. The conclusion easily fol-

lows.

Theorem T 4.6. If a (m — 1) red 8 and a is semiproductive, then 8 is semi-

productive.

Proof. Let a be semiproductive and f(n) a recursive function such that

f(ct)E8 and/(«') EB'. Then f(a) 9^0 because aj^o; hence 89*0. Let wn^o and

w„C/3, then we can find a recursive function ranging over w„; from this

function we can find a partial recursive function ranging over/-1(w„). Since

«nQ3 it follows that /-1(«„)C«. We can now find a r.e. set 7 such that

f-'ME+yEa; hence o»-p(f)Cf(y)Cp. Let tEy-f'1^), then f(t)Ef(y)
-Wn-p(/)=/(7)-«n. Thusf(y)E8 and f(y)-un9*o.

Theorem T 4.7. Among all sets semiproductive relative to p(n) there is a
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smallest one; this smallest set is its own semiproductive center relative to p(n).

Proof. Both proofs of T 2.11 discussed in §11 can be easily modified

to prove the present theorem.

The concepts semiproductive function, minimal semiproductive set rela-

tive to p(n), and minimal semiproductive set can be defined in an obvious

manner. There are denumerably many minimal semiproductive sets and the

semiproductive set minimal relative to the semiproductive function p(n)

can be defined as the smallest set a (or the intersection of all sets a) such that

for all n, a>„0—xopwO.
Added May 30, 1954. Since this paper was submitted, J. R. Myhill has

proved the following two theorems (unpublished):

(1) every productive set is P-productive,

(2) every P-productive set is completely productive.

The concepts   productive, P-productive,   and   completely productive are

therefore equivalent. Moreover, every productive set is contraproductive.

Let a contraproductive set be called P-contraproductive in case it has a

recursive contraproductive function. It can be shown that there exist contra-

productive sets which are not P-contraproductive.
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